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One such review shows the results over 3 years from companies who have adopted one of

three main Human Capital Management (HCM) options: SAP, Oracle and Workday.

The wonderful outcome of this review for SAP providers like us, is that in each reported

category SAP beats its rivals, with the small exception of one category where SAP draws

with another system.

From overall project satisfaction, to on time delivery and within budget rankings, SAP is

the clear winner. These are also important parameters for people signing off new systems

and the budgets to go with them. Once committed with SAP, the review illustrates that the

budget is less likely to stray, more likely to be delivered on time. And the report also

suggests that by choosing SAP you are more likely to be promoting your decision to others

and be happier with your system flexibility and choice.

SAP Consulting with Zalaris

At Zalaris, we not only use SAP technology, but we have our own team of tech experts who

customise and design your SAP HCM solution to suit your business ensuring that the

project runs smoothly and efficiently. We have also developed our own enhancements to

the SAP HCM solution including an interactive portal, a mobile solution, and an
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electronic document archiving solution capable of managing GDPR-regulated documents.

These enhancements are designed to make processes run smarter and free up your team’s

time and resources to focus on the real job of developing, attracting, and retaining talent.

Needless to say, we are a large global company, so by benefitting from our expertise,

talent pool and local knowledge, you can save around 30% of costs. And if you expend or

acquire new businesses your HR & payroll system can grow and adapt around your new

needs. By leveraging the SAP HCM solution, you can reduce the back-office costs of

supporting a potentially inefficient, outdated, in-house HR & payroll solution and reinvest

money back into your core business.

So, look at the repot and start your learning journey. We’re always here to advise and

help. Start with a question; email us with your company name, number of employees and

current systems and we can start our next great customer relationship and journey.
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